HOW TO REACH FEEM - Milan

In this file you will find logistical information on how to reach FEEM central headquarter in Milan, situated at Palazzo delle Stelline. The address is the following:

Fondazione Eni Enrico Mattei
Palazzo delle Stelline
Corso Magenta 63
20123 Milan
Tel. +39 02.520.36934
Fax +39 02.520.36946
www.feem.it

How to reach FEEM-Milan from Linate Airport

Linate Airport is approximately 7 Km from Milan and is connected to the city by bus, coach and taxi.

From Linate Airport to Milan by Bus
City bus n. 73
The n° 73 bus leaves every 10 minutes from the airport exit to the centre of Milan arriving at the Underground stop Piazza San Babila. The trip takes about 25 min. Tickets (€ 1.00) are on sale at news-stands and bars. The bus has special luggage racks. San Babila Square is approximately 30 min. walking distance from Fondazione Eni Enrico Mattei. A taxi from S. Babila to Corso Magenta is advisable. From Piazza San Babila you can also take the Underground Red Line (Metro 1) to Cadorna which is at walking distance from the Foundation (From piazza Cadorna, follow via Boccaccio to piazza Virgilio, then via Caradosso and corso Magenta). Tickets for urban transport cost € 1.00.

By coach from the Central railway station
There is a coach service between the Air Terminal at the Central Station and Linate Airport. The coach departs every 30 min and the trip takes about 20 min. The ticket costs €4.00 and can be purchased directly on the bus. Coaches have large baggage-holds. Central Station is about 20 min. by underground from the Foundation. A taxi from Central Station to FEEM is advisable.

From the Central railway station to FEEM by Metro
From the Central railway station you can take the Underground Green Line (Metro 2) to Cadorna which is walking distance from the Foundation (From piazza Cadorna, follow via Boccaccio to piazza Virgilio, then via Caradosso and corso Magenta). Tickets for urban transport cost € 1.00.

From Linate Airport to Milan - by Taxi
The taxi fare should amount to approximately 25,00/27,00 Euro. Taxis are available in the Arrival Area.
How to reach FEEM-Milan from Malpensa Airport

Malpensa Airport is approximately 45Km from Milan and is connected to the city by coach, train and taxi.

From Malpensa Airport to Milan by Bus
There is a coach service between the Air Terminal at Malpensa Airport and the Central Station. The coach departs every 20 min and the trip takes about 50 min. The ticket costs €7.00 and can be purchased directly on the bus. Coaches have large baggage-holds.

Central Station is about 20 min. by underground from the Foundation. A taxi from Central Station to FEEM is advisable.

From the Central railway station to FEEM by Metro
From the Central railway station you can take the Underground Green Line (Metro 2) to Cadorna which is at walking distance from the Foundation (From piazza Cadorna, follow via Boccaccio to piazza Virgilio, then via Caradosso and corso Magenta). Tickets for urban transport cost € 1.00.

From Malpensa Airport to Milan by Train
Malpensa Express links Milan to the city. Trains depart from Malpensa Airport Terminal 1 and arrive to Cadorna Railway Station. The journey takes 40 minutes with trains leaving every 30 minutes. Tickets cost €11.00 if purchased at the station before boarding and €13.50 if bought on board. Return tickets for the same day can be purchased for €14.50.

Cadorna Railway Station is within walking distance from the Foundation. (From piazza Cadorna, follow via Boccaccio to piazza Virgilio, then via Caradosso and corso Magenta).

From Malpensa Airport to FEEM by Taxi
Malpensa Airport - taxi to Fondazione Eni Enrico Mattei Stelline
Authorised taxis are identified with the sign "taxi autorizzato al servizio aeroportuale lombardo". The taxi fare should cost € 85. (fixed rate, without stops)
From Terminal 1 taxis are available in the Arrival zone near doors 4 and 5.
From Terminal 2 taxis can be found in the Arrival zone.
Taxis from and to Malpensa (www.taximalpensa.it)
Green number: 800 911 333
Mobile: +39 329 3890448

www.sea-aeroportimilano.it (updated information on Linate and Malpensa Airports)